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"The sky and the stars
make music to You. 

 The sun and the moon
praise You. 

God exalts You.
Goddess sings to You."

 The Temple of Dendera, Ptolemaic Period adapted from
Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, vol. III 



‘Awakening the Divine’ is a 
spiritual journey that facilitates a 

spiritual rebirth, through 
deep transformational 
practices. The journey 

encompasses the treasures and 
majesty omajesty of  Ancient Egypt, an 

opportunity to learn about and 
experience the Neteru, the 

Ancient Perennial Wisdom, the 
Chakra system of  Egypt’s

Nile river temples and pyramids, 
daily embodied dream work

AND hAND have a super fun holiday,
all rolled in one! 



Journeying the initiatory path of
the ancient alchemists, Priests,

Priestsseses and Pharaohs, while
basking in the splendor of

Egyptian vistas, magnificent
history, architectural mastery,

deep guided Shamanic
meditations, daily discourses on

symbolism and the Neteru /
NTRs, beautiful

accommodations,
ceremonies/meditations in 13

temples/pyramids. Discover the
chakra system of the

temples/pyramids and how they
relate to your own body,

enjoying delicious food, heart-
warming people, sailing and
sleeping on the historic Nile

river... this is the trip of a
lifetime your soul has been

waiting for!



On this Sacred Journey,
we will incorporate ancient dream 

incubation techniques, in order
to deepen the relationship with the 
images we encounter and request
soulful responses from the dream 
wworld. Dream incubation can be 
viewed as prayer. The dreamer

is asking for help from a mysterious
source. In a focused and embodied 

intentional dreaming process, 
those prayers will be answered 

by the dreamer’s own soul. 
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We will also call in the Scribe
Aspect of  Consciousness - a 
special workbook learning

to connect to source through
writing and allowing our pure
essence of  diviner inner child/

highest selhighest self  to flow through
our pens onto paper.

In cairo, we will take 2 additional
workshops: Sacred Oils with 
Gamale, and Bio Geometry 

temple science. 



What's Included:
- Full concierge service 24/7

- All internal flights, ground transfers
& transportation

(international flights *not* included)

- All temple & pyramid entry fees

- Nightly lodging in beautiful hotels
(single or double room occupancy)

& 5 days on our private
dahabya yacht

(double room occupancy only)

- All meals included
(excluding beverages)

- Pilgrimage Workbook:
Scribe Aspect of Consciousness



- High Priestess Dee Kennedy
as your guide (16 years experience

of  sacred journeys/tours/
travel in Egypt)

- Joined daily by Egyptologist Rina 
Abo El Mohammad (20 years

experience)
- Nightly sessions with 

Dr. Katherine Lawson, certified 
Embodied Imagination® practitioner, 

therapist and Integrative Mental
Health Specialist. 

- Egyptian Alchemy shamanic
meditations + temple initiations
(lineage of  Ma’at and Thoth) 

at 13 temples + pyramids 

- Bio Geometry temple science 
workshop - Cairo (includes

a BG3 pendulum

What’s Included:



Private Access
- The Great Pyramid,

Giza 

- The Sphinx, 
Giza

- Unas Pyramid, 
Saqqara

- Sekhmet’s Temple,
Karnak 

- The Crypt, & Isis Chapel,
Dendara

- Abydos Temple

- Edfu Temple



Visits to:

- Sunshine Orphanage

- The Egyptian Museum

- Philae Island, Elephantine
Island, Nubian Village,

Great Pyramid

-Temples: Kom Ombo, Edfu,
Luxor, Karnak, Abydos,

Osirion, Dendera, Sphinx,
Saqqara & Unas



- Henna temporary tattoos
at Nubian Village

- Horse & carriage rides 
to/from Edfu Temple

- Camel rides at the
Giza Plateau

- Ancient oil workshop
in Cairo

- Bio Geometry workshop

- Hot air balloon ride in
Luxor over the Nile & Valley

of  the Kings & Queens

- Daily Embodied Imagination®
and intentional dreaming practice

- Shopping expeditions at 
local markets

Activities:



Daily Itinerary



We will pick you up at your arrival time at
Cairo International Airport, whether you

arrive on this date or sooner. Our amazing
team will get you checked in & to your

beautiful room overlooking the Giza Plateau.
A perfect view of the pyramids!

Take a swim in the pool,
acclimate & fully arrive.

Opening circle is in the early evening for
introduction and our first group meditation.

Day 1:

Welcome Home to Egypt!





Day 2:

The Sphinx



Good morning & welcome to our private, sunrise
visit to the Sphinx! Here we'll do our Protection

meditation with this cosmic connector and
energetic wisdom keeper of the mysteries, and

Zero Chakra writing work.

After breakfast we'll be on to our first workshop!
At one of Cairo's best perfumeries with the

incredible healer, intuitive and oil expert, Gamal
we will be led though the history & benefits of

perfumes & oils in Egypt for healing & balancing
chakras. Here will be opportunity to purchase
unique personal blends, chakra oils & rare oils

such as blue lotus.

Evening light & sound show at the Pyramids.

Day 2:



Beginning with the Asklepian sanctuaries, dream 
incubation has been used as an intentional way 
of  making contact with dreams. The resulting 

relationships have resulted in both 
guidance and healing. 

At the end of  each day Dr. Lawson will lead us
ththrough a process of  working with the images

and symbols we encounter to stimulate 
dreaming. The part that the dream images can 

play in the journey cannot be
 overemphasized. 

The images are added presences along the way 
and they can contribute in ways that can be 

quite mquite moving and powerful. Helpful imagery is 
available to us not only through working with 

dreams, memory images can also 
be used to incubate a dream. 

Daily Dreamwork



Bio Geometry!
We'll enjoy a workshop of this sacred

science with an introduction into harmonic
balancing and Egyptian temple science. 

 Bio Geometry is rooted in the ancient
world & today is a leader in EMF

harmonization. The incomparable expert,
Doreya Karim, will be our teacher for the
day, daughter of Dr. Ibrahim Karim, the

brilliant man himself.

You'll receive a BG3 pendulum to keep and
use in all the temples & pyramids to

measure the energetic potency!

Day 3:



Day 3:

 Click the photo to explore their
website for an introduction & to
purchase your copy of the book,

which I highly recommend
doing before the tour!



Early morning flight where our journey
continues onwards- to Aswan. We'll visit

Elephantine Island for a guided Shamanic
journey and empowerment with one of the ram

headed creation Gods, the potter, Khnum.

We will then have a boat ride down the Nile to
the unique Nubian Village. These peoples are the
oldest true Egyptian blood from Pharonic times

who carry many of the ancient traditions &
energies to present day.

Day 4:



Day 4:
If you wish to be adorned with temporary henna
tattoo, you can receive personalized Nubian art

from a local artist (included in package).

Enjoy delicious food, wonderful live music &
experience ancient Nubian traditions, such as

seeing the crocodiles in the native homes!

We will then spend the night on the Nile, the
first night on our beautiful Dahabya.



Day 5:

Philae Temple of Isis & Nephthys



We start this day's journey at the original
temple location of Goddess Isis & her twin

sister Nephthys, at the island of Agilkia.
We'll have  a guided shamanic journey and

1st chakra scribe work.

A boat ride will then take us to the incredible
main temple of Philae for discussion

& free time.

Lunch will be awaiting us on our 5-star rated
private Dahabya boat where our private chef

accommodates all dietary restrictions.

Day 5:



Day 6:

Kom Ombo Temple
of Sobek & Horus



Day 6:

After a sail up the Nile through the rural
landscape, we'll land at Kom Ombo

Temple which is dedicated to Sobek &
Horus. Here we'll have a shamanic

journey and 2nd chakra scribe work, in
the shadow temple of God Sobek and

the light temple of God Horus.

The afternoon & evening we'll take in
the epic vistas from our boat.



Day 7:

Edfu Temple



Awaiting on the river bank after a morning
sail, are horses & carriages that take us

through the beautiful town of Edfu and
directly to the stunning temple

dedicated to the God Horus.

Here we'll have our guided shamanic
journey & 3rd chakra scribe work. 

After free time here, we'll continue onward
via horse carriage back to the boat for

delicious food and relaxation.

Day 7:

Edfu Temple



Day 8:

Swimming, sunning, journaling, dancing,
connecting with your fellow voyagers, this

day is for you to rejuvenate in Egyptian
paradise while assimilating

the expansion thus far.

Free Day on the Boat!



Day 9:

Abydos & Dendara Temples



After departure from our beloved
Dahabya, we drive to the epic Abydos

Temple by Seti I, dedicated to 7 deities, &
the Osirian temple of Osiris

(oldest known temple in Egypt).

We'll journey through meditation with
God Osiris, the Flower of Life

& do scribe work on death/rebirth.

After a nourishing lunch in Abydos town,
we drive to the stunning Dendara temple
of Goddess Hathor. Here we'll do our 4th
chakra scribe work & shamanic journey

along with exploration of the underground
crypt & Isis chapel- with private access.

We will then spend our first night in the
heart of Luxor, overlooking the Nile River. 

Day 9:

Abydos & Dendara Temples



Day 10:

Sunshine Orphanage

This afternoon visit is often a highlight
for guests on previous tours as it truly is
a heart opening experience to give back

and connect with these wonderful
children who are so excited each time we
visit! I have been bringing my groups to

the orphanage since 2009.
A dear friend & guest on my previous

tours, Thomas Bright, has created a
fundraiser to support these beautiful

children & their many needs.
Click the photo to check it out!



Day 11:

Karnak & Luxor Temples

After a wonderful lunch, we will visit
Karnak Temple- the largest temple

complex in the world! Here we'll come
face to face with the mighty Sekhmet &

her living statue, journey in meditation &
scribe work with the 5th chakra center. 

Then we'll walk the newly opened avenue
of the Spinxes, (first time ever!)
& arrive at the Luxor Temple...



Day 11:

Karnak & Luxor Temples

In the evening we will enjoy a silent
energetic practice at the incredible

Temple of Luxor-
The Temple in Man.

Under the shining night stars,
we journey the exact layout of the
human body which this temple is

totally constructed from
the precise proportions of!!



Day 12:

Ra Rising Hot Air Balloon Ride

In the darkness before sunrise,
we embark on our breathtaking hot air

balloon ride over the
Valley of the Kings & Queens,
watch the sunrise over Luxor,

see the Nile valley come to life &
celebrate the Grand Rising of Ra. What

an adventure!

After a satisfying lunch, the rest of the
day is free time for exploration in Luxor.



Day 13:

Journey back to Cairo
& Museum Visit

Back to Cairo we go for the last chapter
of our pilgrimage!

We will visit the incredible Egyptian
Museum, (the oldest archaeological

museum in the Middle East) led by our
amazing Egyptologist, Rina, and

followed by a relaxing evening at the
hotel in preparation for our final, 

full day of initiation.



Day 14:

The Great Pyramid, Camel
Journey, Saqqara & Unas Pyramid

This jam packed & potent day begins
with a pre-sunrise visit to the Giza
Plateau where we'll have a 2 hour

private session inside the Queens &
Kings Chambers of the Great Pyramid.

This ritual & initiation with Ma'at &
Thoth, 6th & 7th chakra activations

may by the highlight of your journey in
Egypt. Followed by a ride on camel

back in the fibonacci sequence through
the desert, Valley Temple, and ending

back where we began, the Sphinx.





Day 14:

The Great Pyramid, Camel
Journey, Saqqara & Unas Pyramid

Part two of our final day concludes at the
Step Pyramids & Saqqara Temple complex
where we'll make our sacred release crystal

offerings & have our final shamanic
journey with Gods/Goddesses Anubis,

Sekhmet, Ma'at, Thoth & Nekhbet-Mut.

The container of our journey is sealed as
we bid farewell & gratitude to the Neteru.

We will close our circle around the dinner
table in the evening at the hotel.



Day 15:

Departure Day

Our journey is complete!
This is the day of departure from

beloved Egypt. You'll be escorted to the
Cairo International Airport 3 hours

prior to your flight time.



We give thanks to all who have walked the
path of Love & Light before us,

and to all those who walk with us.
We give thanks to all who have come from

beyond the veil to guide our way
at this important & joyous time.

Our wish is to be one small part of the great
Divine unfolding in this exciting new age

where we All are at peace & live in
harmony with All of life as One,



Dr. Katherine Lawson

I have been fascinated by the power 
of  dreams for most of  my life. I believe 
that our dream life is one of  the most 
undervalued resources of  our time. 

I’m passionate about introducing others 
to the incredible potential for soulful 
ggrowth, healing, and creativity that 

can be accessed through our dreams.

www.dreamsheal.com
IG: @drkatherinelawson

www.dreamsheal.com
www.instagram.com/drkatherinelawson


Dee Kennedy has a diverse background in healing
arts, energetic practices and spiritual trainings since
2001. These include Shamanic practices, Alchemical

Healing, Reiki, Non-demoninational Mindfulness
Meditation facilitation, Celtic and Egyptian ritual

and shamanic leadership, studies/practices in
Tibetan Buddhism, Shaolin Kung-Fu, Daoism and
dream training. She is an ordained and Initiated

Mystic High Priestess, initiated into the Celtic and
Egyptian Lineages, having trained for over 10 years.
She has been training, traveling and leading spiritual

tours in Egypt since 2006. She has an online
Egyptian Mystery School on Patreon:

Awakening the Divine.

A founder of non-profit arts organization, Living
Dream Arts, which provides free afts education to at-

risk youth in the Bay Area, Dee is an actice artist in
music and film, is a painter, actress, writer and also

has a jewellery line, The Eyes of Eve. She is an
Associate Producer on an award willing film, Guitar
Man, and Consulting Producer on award winning
short film, Hatshepsut, about the incredible 18th

Dynasty Egyptian Pharaoh. 
In August 2019, Dee commenced a 4 year Doctorate

in Energetic Medicine - Medical Qigong
(Traditional Chinese Medicine). 

Dee Kennedy
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GET CONNECTED

Feeling your soul beckoning
you to this sacred journey?

Click here to schedule a
compatibility call & get your

spot reserved while it's available!

Wanting to study the Mysteries
of Ancient Egypt from home?
Join my online Mystery School!

https://www.patreon.com/deekennedy
https://calendly.com/sacredegypt



